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For given observations we consider the resampling distribution obtained by per-
muting residuals versus the distribution of errors conditional on their order statistics.
We observe that with high probability both are approximately equal on contrast vec-
tors after suitable normalization. No moment�distribution assumptions on the
underlying errors other than exchangeability are required. These results remain
valid if we consider reduced regression models derived from the original one by
removing data for which the corresponding residuals take extreme values. We
obtain general conditions under which confidence regions produced by such
methods are accurate. In the absence of finite second moments randomness of the
limiting bootstrap distributions has been considered as a failure of the traditional
bootstrap and no practical meaning has been given to the phenomenon. For our
method this type of randomness is still present in the limit but it has clear
probabilistic interpretation as a conditional distribution which can be used, e.g., to
obtain conditional confidence sets. We study this phenomenon in detail for the case
of independent errors with distribution from the domain of attraction of stable
laws. � 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

1. Introduction

This paper considers a multiple regression model

Y=X;+=, (1)

where X is an n_d nonrandom design matrix, ; is a d_1 vector of
parameters, and = is an n_1 random vector of errors which has an
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exchangeable distribution, i.e., a distribution which is invariant on per-
mutations of coordinates. Let us denote the vector of the least squares
residuals by ===Y&Y� , where Y� is the projection of Y to the column space
of X.

For reasons discussed later we also consider reduced regression models
which come from (1) by deleting rows of the design matrix. For a vector
e # Rn let Ri=Ri (e) be the rank of ei among (ei)

n
i=1 counted from the

bottom and defined in such a way that (Ri)
n
i=1 is a permutation of all

[1, ..., n] regardless of ties in e. The last condition can be preserved, for
example, if among tied coordinates of e a larger rank will be assigned to
a coordinate with a larger index. For any subset M�[1, ..., n] we define
a reduced regression model

YM=XM ;+=M , (2)

where YM , XM , and =M consist of those rows of Y, X, and = indexed by i
whose Ri is in M. In this paper we will consider cases when the deletion
is based on ranks (Ri)

n
i=1 of either errors or computable residuals. For

example by taking M=[2, ..., n&1] we exclude the two observations with
the smallest and the largest errors or with the smallest and the largest
residuals. Notice that with a fixed set M for different values of the vector
of errors = we can have different reduced models (2) and thus the design
matrix XM becomes random.

About the reduced design matrices XM we assume that they preserve
rank d. This assumption is not necessary but simplifies statements of
results. Otherwise we would have to divide the underlying probability
space on disjoint sets where XM has constant rank and state our results
conditioning on such a partition. On the other hand, the assumption is
natural since, according to the results, our method works when d�m is
small.

A vector v is called a contrast if its entries add to zero and, equivalently,
if the Euclidean scalar product v } 1=0, where 1 denotes the vector of 1's.
The more important assumption on the design X requires that the vector
1 belongs to column space of X and thus of any XM for a subset M of
[1, ..., n]. Without losing generality we can assume that 1 is the first
column of X. In such a case contrast vectors come to (2) in a natural way.
Namely, for i>1 the least squares estimators of ;i are of the form
;� i=vi } YM for contrasts vi depending also on RM� =[Ri � M]. Indeed, vi is
the i th row of the matrix M=(XT

M XM)&1 XT
M for which we have MXM=I

and this last equality implies that any row vi for i>1 is orthogonal to the
first column which is equal to 1.

Ordinarily one is interested in approximating the joint distribution of
v } = for several v since it is equal to the estimation error, i.e.,
vi } ==(vi } Y )&(vi } X;)=;� i&;i , i=1, ..., d. For i.i.d. errors with finite
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variance, the central limit theorem is popularly used for this purpose.
Bootstrap methods apply to this case as well (see Efron, 1979; Freedman,
1981; Wu, 1986), but how are we to know if the underlying assumptions
have practical application to the data at hand? See LePage (1990).

Instead of approximating or estimating the unconditional distribution of
v } =, we propose, without moment assumptions, to estimate the sampling
distribution of v } = conditional on the sigma field F generated by the order
statistics of the coordinates of =. For this purpose we will use randomly
permuted residuals. To be more precise let us introduce the following nota-
tion. We use v } = | F to denote the above conditional distribution. Let ?
denote a uniformly distributed random permutation applied to the coor-
dinates of n-space. Suppose that the distribution of ?, conditional on =, is
also uniform over all n ! permutations, so that ? is independent of =. We
will observe that, provided d�n is small, the distribution v } ?== | Y provides
with high probability a close approximation of v } ?= | F given that the
both distributions are scaled by dividing by the conditional constant
- E F(v } ?=)2. Here and henceforth E F denotes expectation conditional on
F. Notice that v } ?= | F is equal to v } = | F since = has exchangeable coor-
dinates. As will be seen in the most important cases the scaling
- E F(v } ?=)2 will not influence closeness of the conditional distributions.
So we state the following proposal.

Proposal 1. For any finite set of contrast vectors [vk , k�l ], estimate
the joint F-conditional sampling distributions of contrasts vk } = by the
distributions of vk } ?== conditional on Y.

Illustration. To explicate the proposed method let us consider a simple
three-point regression y=1+x+= with (x1 , x2 , x3)=(&0.75, &0.25, 1)
and (=1 , =2 , =3)=(&0.75, 1.5, 1.75). Figure 1 below shows the least square
fit to the data and five other fits resulting from permuting the three
residuals.

The six-point distribution v } ?== | Y, where v is the contrast correspond-
ing to slope resides on (&0.83, &0.51, &0.45, 0, 0.83, 0.95) while v } = | F,
which could be obtained by permuting actual errors, occupies
(&1.5, &1.42, 9.23, 0.5, 1, 1.19). Of course this simple example illustrates
only the implementation of the method. For examples in support of
Proposal 1 and other theoretical results we refer to Section 5.

Proposal 1 provides strong support for the approach taken by Freedman
and Lane (1983) who develop descriptive tests of linear hypotheses.
To quote from them, ``our reference sets are derived by permuting
residuals, and our significance level is a descriptive statistic rather than a
probability.'' It will be seen below that v } ?== | Y is an estimate of a condi-
tional distribution insensitive to the moment assumptions. Thus it is
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Fig. 1. Permuting residuals in three-point regression.

possible to achieve robust estimation of the conditional sampling distribu-
tions of least squares estimators, which are conditionally unbiased in the
case of contrasts.

As we will see Proposal 1 can be applied to a quite general class of
exchangeable distributions. However, sometimes the conditional distribu-
tion v } = | F itself will possess certain unpleasant properties, as in the case
of long-tailed distributions when some coordinates of = can take relatively
very large values. It can happen for example that confidence regions will
not be in the form of single intervals but sums of widely separated intervals.
By our result the distribution v } ?== | Y will inherit this. In such a case to
``improve'' the distribution of interest it would be reasonable to exclude
observations with outsized disturbance by errors and then apply our
method of resampling by permutations to this reduced model. Our results
extend also to this situation.

Let us describe this in a more rigorous way. We consider a reduced
model as defined by (2) and denote its residuals ==

M=YM&Y� M , where by
Y� M we denote now the projection of YM into the column space of the
reduced design XM . In the problem of estimation of the coefficients ; we
use contrast vectors that are rows of (XT

M XM)&1 XT
M and the matrix XM is

now dependent on values of RM� . For that reason we allow a contrast vec-
tor v=v(RM� ) # Rm to be dependent on = through ranks RM� of either errors
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or, more suitably, some computable residuals (see Rank Problem in Sec-
tion 2). Further, let FM denote the sigma field generated by RM� , together
with the order statistics of =M , while GM is the sigma field generated by RM�

and YM . Notice that ranks RM� provide information concerning data
excluded from the model, YM are observations remaining after this exclu-
sion, and GM represents information which should be given to us to employ
a reduced model based on extreme values of errors. We will use the same
letter ? for a random permutation in Rm disregarding dependence on a
dimension. With this notation we will find that if the ratio d�m is small
then, as before, the distribution v } ?==

M | GM approximates the distribution
v } =M | FM when appropriately scaled by - E GM(v } ?=M)2. Once again scal-
ing usually will not disturb the asymptotic closeness of these distributions.
Also we will see that under suitable assumptions the residuals can contain
information about ranks of errors. Thus we can state the generalization of
our proposal.

Proposal 2. For any finite set of contrast vectors [vk ; k�l ], which
may depend upon ranks RM� of errors or, more suitably, residuals, estimate
the joint FM-conditional sampling distribution of contrasts vk } =M by the joint
GM-conditional distribution of vk } ?==

M .

In general, the problem of handling deviations from classical assump-
tions on linear regression can be approached from different points of view.
Robust estimators diminish the role of long tails, while identifying and
removing data with outsized errors may enable least squares analysis (see
also Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987, for some related discussion). Proposal 2
seems to be more in the spirit of this second approach. One of its most
interesting features is that although we require d�n to be small the results
by themself are not asymptotic in the sense that by conditional analysis of
the reduced models we can get tighter confidence intervals when using
smaller number of observations. This is exploited in the statistical
diagnostic procedure described in Section 5, Example 2. In certain
reasonable examples our resulting confidence regions are, in fact, tighter
than those based on standard implementations of M-estimation (see
Section 5, Example 3).

With regard to the traditional bootstrap in the context of regression with
long tailed errors the work of Arcones and Gine� (1989) proves that taking
smaller resample size of the order o(n) n�log log n allows recovery of the
asymptotic unconditional distribution of estimation errors for the sample
mean case (see also Hall and LePage, 1995). This approach, if it could be
applied to least squares, would enable one to develop confidence intervals
based on the unconditional asymptotic sampling distribution of the least
squares estimators. However (see Fig. 2, Section 3), this will in general lead
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to larger confidence interval widths than the conditional approach taken in
Proposition 1. This is because conditioning on the order statistics removes
one source of variation. We believe that this inefficiency which should be
present in more general situations is the major weakness of the reduced
resample bootstrap for the long-tailed case and provides an additional
argument in favor of recovery of conditional distributions. The work of
Kinateder (1990) also deals with the traditional bootstrap and condi-
tionally (but not as a conditional bootstrap!) interprets the limiting
bootstrap distribution through the invariance principle for stable laws. Our
work was partially inspired by these results but our method of permutation
resampling, by recovering conditional distribution of estimation errors, has
a natural statistical interpretation which does not exist for the traditional
bootstrap. Moreover, the technical requirements for our proofs are greater
since permutations do not asymptotically reduce to Poisson coefficients as
with bootstrap.

Finally let us emphasize that our work does not aim at the presentation
of the ready-to-use statistical methods although one is outlined in Sec-
tion 5. We believe rather that the conditional approach developed here and
introduced in LePage (1990) deliver a new and useful tool of statistical
inference which is at least competitive with other methods. This tool,
however, should be further thoroughly studied to find the range of its
potential applicability.

2. Main Results

We assume the notation of the introduction. As before, = is assumed to
have exchangeable coordinates and to be independent of a random
uniformly distributed permutation ?. Our first goal is to show that for any
contrast vector v=v(RM� ) dependent on ranks RM� =RM� (=) the condi-
tional distribution v } ?==

M | GM approximates the conditional distribution
v } =M | FM when appropriately scaled by - E GM(v } ?=M)2. Here as before
GM=_(YM , RM� ) and FM is generated by RM� and the order statistics of =M .
In Section 4 it will be proven that both v } ?==

M | GM and v } =M | FM are cen-
tered at zero while the latter is equal to v } ?=M | GM . Our first result can be
stated as follows.

Proposition 1. Let M�[1, ..., n] have cardinality m. If 1 is in the
column space of XM which has rank d and ? is a random permutation of
coordinates in Rm then for each contrast vector v dependent on RM� (=) we
have

E F
E GM(v } ?=M&v } ?==

M)2

E GM(v } ?=M)2 =
d&1
m&1

.
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More generally, for contrast vectors vk , k=1, ..., r, dependent on RM� (=) we
have

E F
�r

k=1 E GM(vk } ?=M&vk } ?==

M)2

�r
k=1 E GM(vk } ?=M)2 =

d&1
m&1

.

For the proofs of this and other results of this work we refer to Section 4.
We now discuss two problems in relation to the above result. The Rank

Problem which is to justify substituting the ranks of the observed residuals
for the ranks of unobserved errors RM� (=) and the Scaling Problem which
is to justify ignoring the unobserved scaling - E FM(v } =M)2 in the construc-
tion of confidence intervals.

Rank Problem. Numerical simulations of the linear regression models
with long tailed distributions for d=2 (see also Section 5) suggest that the
extreme values of errors can be in many cases identified by some
preliminary examination of data. Our goal here is to provide a formal pro-
cedure for such identifications which can be applied with mathematical
rigor.

We consider here an unspecified subset M�[1, ..., n] but the most
natural is to consider an M which excludes indices corresponding to
extreme errors, for example the largest and the smallest ones. We assume
that we know a (1&:) confidence region 1�Rd&1 for (;2 , ..., ;d). Such a
confidence region can be based on conditional or unconditional distribu-
tions (see Section 5 for the description of one possible method of finding
1). The following result is independent of how 1 has been chosen. Consider
the n_(d&1) matrix X�1=[X2 , ..., Xd]&[X� 2 1, ..., X� d 1] and for
# # Rd&1 a vector of residuals ==(#)=(Y&Y� } 1)&X�1# (now not
necessarily against the least squares fit).

Proposition 2. Let M be a fixed subset of [1, ..., n]. If 1 is an (1&:)
confidence region for (;2 , ..., ;d) and for any #, #$ # 1 we have

RM� (==(#))=RM� (==(#$)), (3)

then with probability 1&: for any # # 1 we have

RM� (==(#))=RM� (=).

In the above result as well as in Proposition 1 a set M is given a priori
unconditionally on data. From a practical point of view it would be more
natural to decide for M after some examination of the data when it would
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become more clear which extreme ranks should be used to define a suitable
reduced model. For example having a confidence region 1 for (;2 , ..., ;n)
we could look for an M with some extreme ranks for which (3) holds. In
such a case M depends on 1 and thus is obtained conditionally on some
function =. We can exploit Proposition 1 to provide arguments for this type
of a conditional procedure. The result is stated below.

Corollary 1. Let M=M(=)�[1, ..., n] be a set function of errors such
that the number of elements in any of its values is at least m0>1. Then

E F \E GM(v } ?=M&v } ?==

M)2

E GM(v } ?=M)2 +
1�2

�� d&1
m0&1

.

Scaling Problem. First, let us explain the possible difficulties when scal-
ing is ignored. For simplicity of notation consider the case M=[1, ..., n],
generalization being obvious. For a contrast vector v, let

#(=)=E =(v } ?=&v } ?==)2�E =(v } ?=)2,

C1=- E F(v } =)2,

where in the latter we do not explicitly show dependence on the order
statistics of =. Denoting the distribution functions of v } = | F, v } ?== | Y by
F1 , F2 , respectively, we have the following relations.

Proposition 3. For every positive $, r

P(#(=)�$>r)�
d&1
n&1

(r$)&1, (4)

and for all x # R

F1(x) # [F2(x&C1 $)&#(=) $&2, F2(x+C1 $)+#(=) $&2]. (5)

By (4) the random variable #(=) is small with high probability. Thus the
accuracy of our proposed approximation of F1 by F2 depends on C1 $. For
example, to use a quantile of F2 for obtaining a confidence interval we
want C1 $ to be small relative to the quantile and thus to the length of the
confidence interval. In the next paragraph we will explore this problem in
more detail.

For each p # (0, 1) let K 1
p , K 2

p denote p-quantiles of F1 , F2 , respectively.
By (4) for each $0 there exist a subset 00 of underlying probability space
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with P(00)>1&$0 and a constant M>0 dependent neither on n nor on
d such that on 00 we have

#(=)�Md�n.

By (5) on 00 for each $>0 we have

F1(x) # _F2 \x&�Md

$

C1

- n+&$, F2 \x+�Md

$

C1

- n++$&
for all x # R. This implies that for any p, $>0 such that p\$ # (0, 1) we
have

K 2
p&$&�Md

$

C1

- n
�K 1

p�K 2
p+$+�Md

$

C1

- n
.

Thus it would be desirable to have C1 �- n, at least asymptotically, small
relative to K 1

p . We can say equivalently that we are interested in the cases
when quantiles of - n Wn are convergent to infinity, where

Wn=
(v } ?=) | =

- E =(v } ?=)2
. (6)

It is worth to note here that the same asymptotic behavior of Wn is
needed for the scaling problem based on Corollary 1.

In some cases our approximations will be justified regardless of the form
of contrast vectors. This will happen if s2

=n
�n is convergent in probability to

zero, where s2
=n

is the sample variance of =n . Indeed, by simple application
of Proposition 1 we can obtain Theorem 1. In its formulation we do not
indicate explicitly the dependence of F1 , F2 on n and also it should be
remembered that F1 , F2 being conditional distributions are dependent on
a random value of =n .

Theorem 1. If s2
=n

�n converges in probability to zero then for every $>0
and for sufficiently large n on a set of probability not less than 1&$ we have

F1(x) # [F2(x&$)&$, F2(x+$)+$]

for all x # R.

Notice that the assumption required in this result is satisfied for errors
in the domain of attractions of stable laws when : # (1, 2].

More generally, the behavior of (6) can be very nicely described for
errors sampled independently from a distribution belonging to the domain
of attraction of an arbitrary stable law by means of a conditional
invariance principle to which we now turn.
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3. Conditional Invariance Principle for Errors Attracted

to Stable Laws

Here we present only the motivation for a conditional invariance prin-
ciple and describe the form of the conditional limit law. General results on
this subject and their proofs can be found in LePage, Podgo� rski, and
Ryznar (1994). The idea is to employ a simple construction via very spe-
cially chosen errors belonging to the domain of attraction of a stable law
and then follow these special errors as n � �.

Let $=($i)#N be a sequence of independent random signs, i.e.,
P($i=\1)= 1

2 , let U=(Ui) i # N be a sequence of independent random
variables with uniform distribution on [0, 1], and let 1=(1i) i # N be a
sequence of arrival times of a Poisson process with intensity one. We will
assume that $, U, 1 are mutually independent. It is well known that if
G(x)=x&:1[1, �)(x), then the distribution of random vector

=n=(=n, i)
n
i=1=?($i 1 &1�:

i )n
i=1 �1 &1�:

n+1 , (7)

where ? is a random permutation independent of ($, 1 ), is equal to the
distribution of i.i.d. random variables from the domain of attraction of a
symmetric stable law with index of stability :. In fact for x>1 we have
P( |=n, i |>x)=x&: (see also LePage, 1980).

On a sequence vn=(vi, n)n
i=1 of contrast vectors we impose the form

vn, i=v \ i
n+&

1
n

:
n

k=1

v \k
n+ , (8)

where v : [0, 1] � R is a continuous function such that � v=0.
To express the limit distribution of Wn=[(vn } ?=n) | =n]�- E =n(vn } ?=n)2

we will need a notion and some basic properties of the stochastic integral
of a function v with respect to a Levy motion. For details see for example
Schilder (1970) or Kuelbs (1973). By a Levy motion we mean here a ca� dla� g
version of the stochastic process (4t)t # [0, 1] continuous in probability with
independent and homogeneous increments such that for any t # [0, 1] a
distribution of 4t is symmetric stable with characteristic function
,t(u)=exp(&t |u|:). A random variable � v d4 has a stable distribution
with the characteristic function ,v(t)=exp(&|t|: � |v| :). Let _-field I be a
_-field generated by values of jumps of trajectories of this process. LePage
(1980) has given the following series representation of a ca� dla� g Le� vy
motion

4t=K &1
: :

�

i=1

$i 1 &1�:
i 1[Ui , 1](t)=K &1

: :
�

i=1

$i 1 &1�:
i 1[0, t](Ui), (9)
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where K:=��
0 :(1&cos r) r&1&: dr. For such a version of a Le� vy motion

I=_($, 1 ) and

Z=K &2
: :

�

i=1

1 &2�:
i (10)

is the sum of the squared values of jumps of this process. This series is con-
vergent with probability one (see LePage, 1980).

With the definitions given by (7)�(10) we have the following limit
behavior of Wn .

Theorem 2. For each function with bounded variation v : [0, 1] � R with
probability one the conditional distributions

Wn=
vn } ?=n

- E =n(vn } ?=n)2 } =n

converge weakly to the distribution

� v d4

- Z � v2 }I .

Remark 3.1. Proposition 1 implies that the joint distributions
(vn } ?==

n , vn } ?=n) | =n scaled by - E =n(vn } ?=n)2 converge to (� v d4,
� v d4) | I scaled by - Z � v2.

Remark 3.2. It can be proven that the results are true in a more general
situation. Namely instead of the special form of errors (7) we can consider
arbitrary independent errors from the domain of attraction of an arbitrary,
not necessary symmetric, stable law. Since proofs of such generalizations as
well as more complete discussion of the invariance principle can be found
in LePage, Podgo� rski, and Ryznar (1994) we omit the proof of Theorem 2.

One of statistical consequences of the above result is illustrated on Fig. 2
on which a histogram of widths of 900 conditional confidence intervals of
� v d4 | I is confronted with the width of 900 unconditional interval for
� v d4.

We observe that conditional confidence intervals are usually much
narrower than one based on the unconditional sample distribution. This is
an important advantage of any method aiming at recovery of conditional
distributions against methods (such as reduced resample size bootstrap)
intending to recover sampling unconditional distributions.

As a corollary to Theorem 2 we obtain the desired property for the
quantiles of the distributions of - n Wn .
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Fig. 2. Histogram of widths of confidence intervals based on conditional distribution
versus the width of unconditional confidence interval.

Corollary 2. For a nonzero function with bounded variation
v : [0, 1] � R the quantiles of - n Wn , different from the median, converge
to plus or minus infinity with probability one.

The special form of contrast vectors assumed above is important for
obtaining a result of this type. We will see in the next example that in some
extreme cases, i.e., for a very unusual choice of contrast vectors, the quan-
tiles converge to zero. In such a case quantile of F1 are not reliable
approximations of corresponding ones for F2 .

Example 1. Assume that vn=(v1 , ..., vk , 0, ..., 0) # Rn, where k�n does
not depend on n and (v1 , ..., vk) is a fixed contrast vector. Further let
=n=(=1 , ..., =n) where =i , i # N are i.i.d. random variables such that s=n

�- n
diverges in probability to infinity. In such a case vn } ?=n | =n converges in
distribution to the distribution of vk } =k . But the assumption that s=k

�- n
diverges in probability to infinity implies that - n�- E =(vn } ?=n)2 will be
convergent to zero and so also the quantiles of - n Wn . See Section 4 for
more rigorous arguments. As a particular example of a random variable
satisfying the required condition one can consider errors with the distribu-
tion given by the coordinates of the vector in (7) for : # (0, 1).

Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 validate approximating the unknown dis-
tribution of errors of contrasts by permuting residuals under special
assumptions on distributions of errors. Failure of this approximation in
Example 1 is due to the asymptotically pathological choice of contrast.
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4. Proofs

Special cases of the following lemma, when v is not random, are
apparently well known: Chernoff (1973, Section 4.1); Freedman and
Lane (1983, p. 296, Lemma 1). Although formulated here in probabilistic
language it seems to illustrate rather a geometrical property of the group
of permutations. We present the simple proof of this result.

Lemma 1. Let v be a random contrast vector. Assume that v, a random
n_1-vector ! and a _-field G all are independent of a random permutation
?. Then

E G(v } ?!)2=E G(&v&2 s2
!).

Proof. We have

E G(v } !)2=E G :
_ # 7n

E _(v, G )(v } _!)2�n !

=E G :
_ # 7n

\ :
n

a=1

v2
a !2

_(a)+ :
a{b

va vb !_(a) !_(b)+<n !

=E G \\ :
n

a=1

v2
a+ !2+

1
n(n&1) \ :

a{b

va vb+\ :
a{b

!a !b+
=E G {&v&2 !2+

1
n&1

(&v&2&(v } 1)2)(!2&n!� 2)= ,

where 7n denotes the set of all permutations of coordinates of vectors in
Rn. Since (v } 1)=0 we obtain

E G(v } ?!)2=E G \&v&2 n
n&1

(!2&!� )2+=E G(&v&2 s2
!). K

Now we will prove that v } ?==

M | GM and v } =M | FM are centered at zero.
First notice that for _ in 7m we have (=M , RM� ) =

d
(_=M , RM� ). To see that

let consider an event [=M # A, RM� =rM� ]. Define a permutation _~ # 7n such
that it permutes =i for ri # M the same way as _ and leaves =i unchanged
for ri � M. Then RM� (_~ =)=RM� (=) on a set [RM� (=)=rM� ]; thus by
exchangeability of = we have

P(=M (=) # A, RM� (=)=rM� )=P(=M (_~ =) # A, RM� (_~ =)=rM� )

=P(_=M (=) # A, RM� (=)=rM� ).
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This implies that v } =M | FM =
d v } ?=M | GM . Indeed, for each bounded and

measurable function h and a random permutation ? independent of = we
have

E FMh(v } =M)=
1

m !
E FM :

_ # 7m

h(v(RM� ) } _=m)=E FMh(v(RM� ) } ?=M)

=E GMh(v } ?=M),

where in the last equality we use that FM is a sub-_-field of GM and the fact
that the last conditional expectation is FM -measurable. By independence of
? and = we have

E GM(v } ?==

m)=E GM(?v(RM� ) } ==

M)=
1

m !
E GM :

_ # 7m

(_v(RM� ) } ==

M)

=E GM(E RM� (?v(RM� )) } ==

M)=0,

where in the last equality we use the fact that E(?u)=u� 1=n&1(u } 1)1 for
any n_1 vector u and thus E(?u)=0 if u is a contrast vector. Similarly, we
have

E FM(v } ?=m)=E FM(?v(RM� ) } =M)=E FM(E RM� (?v(RM� )) } =M)=0.

The previous lemma and some elementary properties of conditional
expectation are the only tools in the proof of our main result.

Proof of Proposition 1. By Lemma 1 we have that

E GM[(v } ?=M)&(v } ?==

M)]2=E GM(v } ?(=̂M))2

=E GM(&v&2 } s2
=̂M

)

=s2
=̂M

&v&2, (11)

where the last equality follows from measurability of s2
=̂M

and &v&2 with
respect to GM . Here and henceforth =̂M denotes the projection of =M to the
column space of XM . By similar arguments we have also

E GM(v } ?=M)2=s2
=M

&v&2. (12)

Using the fact that (=M , RM� ) =
d

(_=M , RM� ) and since both s2
=M

and E=Ms2
?=̂M

are FM measurable, we have

EFs2
=̂M

=E FE FMs2
=̂M

=E FE FMs2
?=̂M

=E =Ms2
?=̂M
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and, thus,

EF
E GM[(v } ?=M)&(v } ?==

M)]2

E GM(v } ?=M)2 =
E =Ms2

?=̂M

s=2
M

. (13)

The proof can be completed using an equality E Fs2
=̂ =((d&1)�(n&1)) s2

=

obtained by Box and Watson (1962, Section 4.1) in their study of F-dis-
tribution approximations for s2

=̂ �s2
= and also mentioned by Freedman and

Lane (1983); see Wu (1986, p. 267). In our case it may be obtained from
Lemma 1 by expanding in an orthonormal basis [u:] of XM with u1=1�m
as

E=Ms2
?=̂M

=
1

m&1
E =M(&?=̂M&2&(?=̂M } 1)2�m)

=
1

m&1
E=M \ :

d

a=1

(ua } ?=M)2&(=M } 1)2�m+
=

1
m&1

:
d

a=2

E=M(ua } ?=M)2

=
1

m&1
:
d

a=2

E=M(&ua&2) s2
=M

=
d&1
m&1

s2
=M

, (14)

where Lemma 1 was used in the fourth equality.
To obtain the extension to (vi } = | F) r

i=1 for many contrast vectors it is
enough to notice that by (11) and (12) we have

�r
k=1 E GM[(vk } ?=M)&(vk } ?==

M)]2

�r
k=1 E GM(vk } ?=M)2 =

s2
=̂M

�r
k=1 E GM &vk &2

s2
=M

�r
k=1 E GM &vk&2=

s2
=̂M

s2
=M

.

Now conclusion follows immediately from (14). K

Likewise we can obtain the result on the relative second moments of the
differences ?=M&?==

M . For simplicity of notation let us formulate this for
the case M=< and let P denotes the projection to the column space of
X�1. We have

E F
E= &P(?=&?==)&2

E = &P(?=)&2 =
d&1
n&1

.

Indeed, for any vector u we have by the definition of s2
u that s2

u=s2
Pu and

&u&2=(u } 1)2�n+(n&1)s2
u . Thus,

E F &P(?=&?==)&2=(n&1) E Fs2
?=̂=(n&1) E Fs2

=̂

and

EF &(?P=)&2=(n&1) E Fs2
= .
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Proof of Proposition 2. First note that = and (=&=� 1) have the same
ranks. Then with probability at least 1&: the true parameter
#0=(;2 , ..., ;d) is in 1. Since ==(#0)=Y&Y� 1&X�1#0==&=� 1 thus
RM� (=)=RM� (==(#0)). If #0 # 1, then by the assumption (3) for any # # 1 we
have

RM� (=)=RM� (==(#))

which concludes the proof. K

Proof of Corollary 1. The result follows from the Schwartz inequality
(the first inequality below), Proposition 1 (the second equality below) and
convexity of the square root function (the second inequality) as shown
below

E F \E GM(v } ?=M&v } ?==

M)2

E GM(v } ?=M)2 +
1�2

=:
K

E F1[M=K ] \E GK (v } ?=K&v } ?==
K )2

E GK (v } ?=K)2 +
1�2

�:
K

(E F1[M=K ])1�2 \E F
E GK (v } ?=K&v } ?==

K )2

E GK (v } ?=K)2 +
1�2

=:
K

(E F1[M=K ])1�2
- (d&1)�(card(K )&1)

�\:
K

E F1[M=K ]+
1�2

- (d&1)(m0&1)

=- (d&1)�(m0&1). K

Proof of Proposition 3. For any random variables Z1 , Z2 with marginal
distribution functions F1 , F2 and for each $>0, C>0 we have that

F2(x&C$)&P \Z2&Z1

C
�$+�F1(x)�F2(x+C$)+P \Z2&Z1

C
�$+ ,

which applied to Z1=v } ?=, Z2=v } ?== , P=P=, and C=C1 (notice that
Z1 | ==v } = | F, Z2 | ==v } ?== | Y and C1=- E =Z2

1), together with the
Markov inequality

P= \ |Z2&Z1 |
C1

�$+�
E = |Z2&Z1 | 2

C 2
1$&2

gives us the second part of Proposition 3.
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From the Markov inequality applied to nonnegative #(=) we get

P(#(=)>$)�E#(=)�$.

Thus the first part of Proposition 3 follows from Proposition 1 since it
implies that E#(=)=(d&1)�(n&1). K

Proof of Theorem 1. By Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 we have

E F(v } ?==&v } ?=)2=(d&1)&v&2 s2
=

n&1
.

Thus by our assumption Zn=E F(v } ?==&v } ?=)2 converges to zero in
probability and thus for a given $>0 and for sufficient large n we have
P(Zn>$)<$. Now using Markov's inequality in the same manner as in
the proof of Proposition 3 we immediately obtain the result. K

Proof of Corollary 2. By Theorem 2 it is enough to show that the
limiting distribution of Wn does not have an atom at zero with probability
one. But

P \ :
�

i=1

v(Ui) $i 1&1�:
i =0+=E _P \ :

�

i=1

v(Ui) $i 1&1�:
i =0 | (1, $)+&

and ��
i=1 1&1�:

i $i v(Ui)=� v d4 has an :-stable distribution which is con-
tinuous. Thus with probability one P(��

i=1 v(Ui) $i 1&1�:
i =0 | (1, $))=0.

K

Now let us discuss the statements included in Example 1 in Section 2.
For a fixed | belonging to the underlying probability space by =n*(|)=
(=*n, i (|))n

i=1 we will denote a random variable obtained by resampling with
replacement from (=i (|))n

i=1. By the Law of Large Numbers for | from a
set of probability one for l=1, ..., k we have

lim
n � �

Eeitvl } =*n, l (|)= lim
n � �

1
n

:
n

j=1

eitvl =j (|)=Eeitvl=1.

Assume that for our fixed | the above holds. Denote =n(|)=(=i (|))n
i=1. Then

|E(eit vn } ? =n(|)&eit vk } =k)|

�|E(eit vn } ? =n(|)&eit vn } =n*(|))|+|E(eit vn } =n*(|)&eit vk } =k)|

�\1&
n !

(n&k) ! nk++ } `
k

l=1

(Eeitvl =*n, l (|)&Eeitvl =1) } ,
which implies that vn } ?=n | =n converge weakly to vk } =k with probability one.
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5. Examples

The examples in this section have been selected to demonstrate some
basic features of the proposed method of resampling. The first one is very
simple and somewhat artificial but perfectly illustrates the differences
between our approach and other methods, as well as the advantages of
using a reduced model.

Example 1. Consider an n_2 design X consisting of two columns
X1=1 and X2 having the first half of coordinates equal to one and the
second one equal to minus one (we assume that n is even). Clearly X2 is

Fig. 3. Resampling permutations versus traditional bootstrap and normal approximation
for the model described in Example 1.
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a contrast vector and thus orthogonal to X1 . The vector of errors = con-
sidered here has one value dominating the others and typifies what can
happen when the distribution of errors has a long tail. Namely, suppose
that our actual errors ==(a, 0, ..., 0) and thus ===(a&2a�n, 2a�n, ..., 2a�n,
0, ..., 0) where the first zero is at the n�2+1 position. Let us take for our
contrast vector v the second column X2 of the matrix X. One can easily
observe that the distribution v } = | F is concentrated on two points a and
&a with the equal weights 1

2. We compare three different methods of
estimating this distribution: resampling by permutations of residuals, the
traditional bootstrap with replacement, and the normal approximation. On
the first two pictures of Fig. 3 we present the distribution of interest versus
first-order approximations for n=625 of the distribution obtained by
resampling residuals. The next two pictures present first-order approxima-
tions obtained by applying the traditional bootstrap with replacement and
the normal approximation.

If we consider the reduced model (2) for M=[n] and if the residual
a&2a�n is large compared to residuals &2a�n we will delete the first row
from our model and then we will obtain =M===

M=0 and thus resampling
of residuals gives us a perfect estimate of the conditional distribution of
errors. To make this a little bit more realistic let us modify errors by add-
ing to the previous error a sample vector from a Gaussian white noise with
a small deviation relative to the value of a. In our numerical simulations
we will take it equal to a�- n. Let us take as before M=[n]. The last two
pictures of Fig. 3 present recovery of the conditional distributions of error
of the contrast in the reduced and unreduced models. This illustrates the
advantage of the reduced model. Although approximations in both cases
are accurate, in the case of the unreduced model the confidence region con-
sists of two separated intervals around v } y&a and v } y+a while in the
reduced model one can consider the more natural confidence interval
around v } y.

In more natural models in the next examples errors are simulated from
the Cauchy distribution. For two different designs we compare perfor-
mance of the inference based on resampling by permutations and reduced
models against M-estimation. Summaries of the numerical studies for
both examples are presented in Fig. 4. In these examples we implement
one of the possible practical methods of inference based on the results
included in this work. All computations were made either in S-Plus�

statistical package or with a use of our own procedures written in
C-language. The latter were used mainly to realize fast procedures for
resampling methods. For computing M-estimates we have used the S-Plus�

function based on an iteratively reweighted least squares fit with Huber's
weight function and with a bisquare weight function used for the last two
iterations.
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Fig. 4. Summary of numerical studies of models from Example 2 and Example 3.

. .
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Example 2. We consider a 2_n design matrix X with n=101 having
first column X1=1 and second column X2=(&50, &49, ..., 0, ..., 49, 50).
We set the actual vector of parameters ;=(0, 1). For the errors we assume
that they are independent and distributed according to the Cauchy law.
The following aspects of estimation of slope are considered:

(a) performance of the least squares estimator and the M-estimator,

(b) accuracy of recovery of the conditional distribution v } = | F by
v } ?== | Y, where v is a contrast corresponding to slope,

(c) introduction of a statistical procedure based on our theoretical
result leading to effective reduced models.

Ad. (a). To examine distributions of the least squares estimator and
the M-estimator we have employed Monte Carlo method. By generating
independently 1000 vectors of errors we have obtained histograms of 1000
estimation errors for both estimators. These histograms are presented on
Fig. 4. To visualize the impact of long tails we have compared these
histograms with density estimates of the distribution of estimation errors
obtained for ``short'' tails, i.e., when errors in the model were generated
from Gauss distribution. As should be expected the M-estimator convin-
cingly beats the least squares one for Cauchy errors, although performance
of both is the same in the Gaussian case.

Ad. (b). To compare v } = |F with v } ?== | Y we have computed den-
sity estimates of both distribution for one sample of Cauchy errors. These
estimates where based on 4000 random permutations generated independ-
ently and applied to errors and residuals, respectively. The graphs of the
densities are presented in Fig. 4. We observe great agreement of these two
conditional distributions which confirms our theoretical results.

Ad. (c). We propose here an effective statistical procedure which uses
our conditional approach first to determine some extreme ranks of errors
and then based on this information to apply resampling by permutations
to the reduced model. Consider n+1 regression models consisting of the
original one and n models based on ``one-at-the-time'' deletions of rows. By
permuting residuals in all this n+1 models we can recover the conditional
distribution of estimation errors and thus construct n+1 confidence inter-
vals on 1&: level. The advantage of the conditional approach is that given
fixed errors in the model there is no random relation between the obtained
confidence intervals and thus a criterion of a choice of one of them does
not involve any additional conditioning. In a sense the obtained confidence
intervals are different aspects of the same fixed random event. In our com-
puter studies we have chosen the confidence interval with the smallest width
to determine ranks of the errors in the way described in Proposition 2.
Then we have examined which group of the ranks of extreme residuals
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remains unchanged when the parameters move through the chosen con-
fidence interval. Since the vector of residuals is linear as a function of the
parameter and the confidence regions are usually convex sets it is enough
to study extreme residuals at vertices of these regions. After determining the
set of ranks of extreme residuals which remained the same at the endpoints
of the confidence interval we removed the corresponding rows from the
model and the reduced model was subjected to resampling by permutations
once again. The results of our resampling are presented on Fig. 4. Com-
paring the obtained histogram with the histogram corresponding to the
M-estimator we do not see any significant difference between performance
of the estimators. Although the conditional distribution presented here
was based on a single run of errors very similar behavior was observed
whenever generation of errors was repeated.

The next example shows that our method can actually perform better
than M-estimator for reasonable selections of a design matrix.

Example 3. Now a 2_n design matrix X with n=43 is defined by
X1=1 and X2=(&210, ..., &2&10, 0, 2&10, ..., 210). As in the previous
example ;=(0, 1). We carried on the similar analysis as before. Its results
are graphically summarized in Fig. 4.

ad. (a). Again the performance of the M-estimator is better than the
least squares estimator although the difference is not as drastic as before.

ad. (b). The conditional distributions v } = | F and v } ?== | Y are nearly
identical.

ad. (c). This time we can observe that the distribution obtained by
resampling permutations in the reduced model is not only tighter than the
sample distribution for M-estimate but also as good as for the model with
Gauss errors.
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